Overview
The Pearl Empire Dance Program focuses on cultivating elegant and confident traits that lay
within every young lady, while perfecting their gifts of dance. By first exploring their self-esteem and
self-worth, participants will acknowledge and value the innate beauty that makes them “Pearls of Great
Price”. Building from a foundation of confidence, dancers will learn beginner and intermediate levels of
ballet, modern, and African dance styles. The Pearl Empire aims to educate and mentor young ladies so
they can represent themselves as brilliant and respectable dancers. Throughout the program, dancers will
have the opportunity to present to family and friends dances and techniques they have learned.
The Pearl Empire Dance Program is directed by Jeanna Booker. A graduate from the Baltimore
School for The Arts, Jeanna has travelled nationally teaching dance at several, dance workshops and
conferences. She has also created choreography for international events and performances. With almost
10 years of experience with teaching dance in the Baltimore school system, Jeanna has gained a passion
for nurturing young dancers. Jeanna currently is the founder and executive director of the 13:46 Dance
Ensemble, a Christian dance company that has three locations: Maryland, Florida, and New Jersey. She
also is the modern dance, modeling, and etiquette teacher at Studio A. Jeanna’s goal is to continue to pour
into and guide dancers and young girls in hopes that they will grow into successful expressive artists.
Please be sure to double check the email address provided on the registration form. Reminders,
closings, and other vital information will be sent via email.
Jeanna Booker | (443) 418-2640 | 13.46dance@gmail.com

Uniform & Garments
Class Uniform:
-black leggings
-pearl empire shirt or black t shirt
-ballet shoes
This is an acceptable ballet shoe.

This is NOT an acceptable ballet shoe.

Garment and Garment Fees for performances will be discussed at a later time.

